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Project highlights:  
To provide a more complete understanding of asteroid thermal properties, this project will 
seek to develop and apply the ATPM to a range of asteroid targets from past, current, and 
future planetary space missions. The candidate will be expected to: 
 

1. Learn and apply the ATPM to global and local digital terrain models of asteroids 
derived by spacecraft. 

2. Develop ATPM data fitting and analysis routines. 
3. Fit archival thermal-infrared observations of asteroids acquired by spacecraft using 

the ATPM. 
4. Map spatial variations in asteroid thermal properties. 
5. Make asteroid Yarkovsky and YORP effect predictions. 
6. Assess temperature conditions for the potential presence of volatile materials. 

 
Project description:  
 
Thermal-infrared (3 to 50 µm) observations measure the surface temperatures of a solid 
planetary body (i.e., airless planets, moons, asteroids, and comets), and a suitable instrument 
is now flown on most planetary space missions (e.g., ESA Bepi-Columbo, NASA OSIRIS-REx, 
NASA Lucy, and JAXA Hayabusa2). Measuring these surface temperatures is of high scientific 
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interest because they depend on several physical and compositional properties associated 
with the planetary body [2]. Consequently, these properties can be inferred through model-
to-measurement comparisons when a suitable “thermophysical” model is employed to 
computationally simulate the planetary body of interest [1]. Furthermore, these 
thermophysical models can be used to predict how a small asteroid’s orbit and spin state 
evolves over time due to perturbing sunlight (i.e., processes known as the Yarkovsky and 
YORP effects, respectively [3]), which also leads to improved assessments of asteroid impact 
probability [4]. 
 
For conducting such thermal-infrared investigations, the Advanced Thermophysical Model 

(ATPM) was previously developed at the Open University [2,3] and extensively applied to 

temperature data of asteroid Bennu acquired by NASA’s OSIRIS-REx sample return mission 

[1]. The ATPM surprisingly found that Bennu’s surface was covered in highly porous rocks (see 

figure) rather than a fine particulate regolith (i.e., mm- to cm-sized particles), as previously 

predicted [5]. This has raised questions as to how thermal-infrared observations should be 

correctly interpreted for other asteroids and planetary surfaces. 

As a result, the range of scientific questions that can be addressed include: 

- How do thermal properties relate to the asteroid geology? 
- Can thermal properties inform us of how granular systems operate in low gravitational 
environments? 
- Can they inform us of the mechanical properties of the asteroid surface (e.g., cohesion, 
porosity, etc.)? 
- Is the meteorite collection biased towards asteroid rocks than can survive atmospheric 
entry? 
- How do spatial variations in thermal properties contribute to the asteroid Yarkovsky and 
YORP effects? 
- How stable can volatile materials be within asteroid surfaces? 
 
Finally, there is flexibility for the candidate to choose which asteroids and scientific questions 
they should investigate and address, respectively. There would also be an opportunity to have 
a look at data returned from the NASA Lucy mission during its 2025 flyby of asteroid 
Donaldjohanson, and the skills/knowledge developed would be applicable to other upcoming 
asteroid missions taking place in 2025-2030. 
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